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Abstract

Machine learning interatomic force fields are promising for combining high computational ef-

ficiency and accuracy in modeling quantum interactions and simulating atomic level processes.

Active learning methods have been recently developed to train force fields efficiently and auto-

matically. Among them, Bayesian active learning utilizes principled uncertainty quantification to

make data acquisition decisions. In this work, we present an efficient Bayesian active learning

workflow, where the force field is constructed from a sparse Gaussian process regression model

based on atomic cluster expansion descriptors. To circumvent the high computational cost of the

sparse Gaussian process uncertainty calculation, we formulate a high-performance approximate

mapping of the uncertainty and demonstrate a speedup of several orders of magnitude. As an

application, we train a model for silicon carbide (SiC), a wide-gap semiconductor with complex

polymorphic structure and diverse technological applications in power electronics, nuclear physics

and astronomy. We show that the high pressure phase transformation is accurately captured by

the autonomous active learning workflow. The trained force field shows excellent agreement with

both ab initio calculations and experimental measurements, and outperforms existing empirical

models on vibrational and thermal properties. The active learning workflow readily generalizes to

a wide range of systems and accelerates computational understanding and design.
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I. INTRODUCTION10

Machine learning interatomic force fields have recently emerged as powerful tools in mod-11

eling interatomic interactions. They are capable of reaching near-quantum accuracy while12

being orders of magnitude faster than ab initio methods1–7. While predictions of energies13

and forces with machine learning force fields are much faster than with ab initio methods,14

the process of generating the reference data and training the model can be computationally15

expensive, for two reasons. First, relevant training data is typically generated by ab ini-16

tio molecular dynamics, where each step consists of an expensive density functional theory17

(DFT) calculation. Second, a large training set is often required for sufficient sampling of18

important but rare events that occur in diffusion, reaction or phase transformation scenarios,19

and the cost of optimizing a model increases with the size of the training set.20

Recently, efficient active learning schemes have been demonstrated where molecular dy-21

namics (MD) is driven by the machine learning force field, and only configurations satisfying22

certain acquisition criteria6,8–13 are computed with accurate but expensive DFT calculations23

and added to the training set. Among them, the FLARE6 framework utilizes principled24

Gaussian process (GP) uncertainties to construct a Bayesian force field (BFF), a force field25

equipped with internal uncertainty quantification from Bayesian inference, enabling a fully26

autonomous active learning workflow.27

The cost of prediction of conventional GP models scales linearly with the training set28

size, making it computationally expensive for large data sets. The sparse Gaussian process29

(SGP) approach selects a set of representative atomic environments from the entire training30

set to build an approximate model, which can scale to a larger training data set, but still31

suffers from the linear scaling of the inference cost. To address this issue, it was noticed that32

for the particular structure of the squared exponential 2+3-body kernel, it is possible to33

map the mean prediction of a trained model onto an equivalent low-dimensional parametric34

model6,14,15 without any loss of accuracy. It was subsequently shown that the evaluation of35

the variance can also be mapped onto a low-dimensional model, achieving a dramatically36

accelerated uncertainty-aware BFF16. In the case of inner-product kernels with many-body37

descriptors, the prediction of the mean can be mapped exactly onto a constant-cost model38

via reorganization of the summation in the mathematical expression for the SGP mean39

calculation17. This allows for very efficient evaluation of the model forces, energies and40
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stresses, but does not address the cost of evaluating uncertainties in such many-body models.41

In this work, we present a method to map the variance of SGP models with inner product42

kernels. This advance enables large-scale uncertainty aware MD and overcome the linear43

scaling issue of SGPs. Building on this approach, we achieve a significant acceleration of the44

Bayesian active learning (BAL) workflow and integrate it with Large-scale Atomic/Molecular45

Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)18. Bayesian force fields are implemented within the46

LAMMPS MD engine, such that both forces and uncertainties for each atomic configuration47

are quantified at computational cost independent of the training set size.48

As a demonstration of the accelerated autonomous workflow, we train an uncertainty-49

aware many-body BFF for silicon carbide (SiC) on its several polymorphs and phases. SiC is50

a wide-gap semiconductor with diverse applications ranging from efficient power electronics51

to nuclear physics and astronomy. Recently, it has attracted attention due to the long52

spin coherence times of point defects under ambient conditions19–31, making it promising53

for spin-optical interfaces for quantum computing and quantum information technologies.54

The phase transition of SiC under extreme conditions is relevant for studying carbon-rich55

exoplanets32 and superhard materials33, where the transition from the zinc blende (3C)56

to the rock salt (RS) phase is observed at high pressure from experiments32,34–39 and ab57

initio calculations40–47. Empirical potentials such as Tersoff48,49, Vashishta50,51, MEAM52,58

and Gao-Weber53 have been developed and applied in large-scale simulations for different59

purposes. However, empirical analytical potentials are limited in descriptive complexity,60

and hence accuracy, and require intensive human effort to select training configurations and61

to train. Machine learning approaches have allowed for highly over-parameterized or non-62

parametric models to be trained on a wide range of structures and phases7,54–57. Recently,63

neural network potentials were trained for SiC to study dielectric spectra58 and thermal64

transport properties59, but they do not capture high-pressure phase transitions.65

In the present work, we deploy the accelerated autonomous BAL workflow to the high-66

pressure phase transition of SiC, and demonstrate that the transition process can be captured67

by the uncertainty quantification of the BFF. Then the BFF is used to perform large-scale68

MD simulations, and compute vibrational and thermal transport properties of different69

phases. The FLARE BFF shows excellent agreement with ab-initio calculations60 and ex-70

perimental measurements, and significantly outperforms available empirical potentials in71

terms of accuracy, while retaining comparable computational efficiency.72
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS73

A. Accelerated Bayesian Active Learning Workflow74

Directly using ab initio MD to generate a sufficiently diverse training set for machine75

learning force fields is expensive and time consuming, and may still miss higher-energy76

configurations important for rare transformation phenomena. Here, we develop an active77

learning workflow, where MD is instead driven by the much faster surrogate FLARE many-78

body BFF. During the MD simulation, the model uses its internal uncertainty quantification,79

deciding to call DFT only when the model encounters atomic configurations with uncertainty80

above a chosen threshold. Within this framework, a much smaller number of DFT calls are81

needed, which greatly reduces the training time and increases the efficiency of phase space82

exploration. Active learning of interatomic force fields has recently been demonstrated using83

the FLARE method6, where GP regression is used for force and uncertainty predictions84

using 2+3 body kernels for comparing local atomic environments in the training and test85

structures. The cost of GP prediction, which normally scales linearly with the training set86

size in GP, can be dramatically reduced by a lossless mapping of the GP model onto a spline87

model6,14 that is evaluated in constant time and allows for modeling dynamics of systems88

with millions of atoms16.89

In this work, we extend the formalism of efficient lossless mapping to include uncertainty90

of many-body SGP models. Specifically, we implement mapped SGP variance to enable91

efficient uncertainty quantification and achieve large-scale MD simulations by interfacing92

the Bayesian active learning algorithm with LAMMPS. The mappings of the forces and93

uncertainty overcome the scaling with the training set size of the computational cost of SGP94

regression, resulting in a significant acceleration of the training process in comparison with95

using the full SGP17.96

We illustrate our active learning workflow in Fig. 1a. Starting from a SGP model with a97

small initial training set, we map both prediction mean and variance into quadratic models98

to obtain an efficient BFF (details are discussed in Methods). With the mapped SGP force99

field, MD simulation runs in LAMMPS with uncertainty associated with the local energy100

assigned to each atom in a configuration at each time step. The MD simulation is interrupted101

once there are atoms whose uncertainties are above the threshold. Then DFT is used to102
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compute energy, forces and stress for the high-uncertainty configurations. The training set103

is augmented with the newly acquired DFT data, the SGP model is retrained and mapped,104

and the MD simulation continues with the updated model.105
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FIG. 1. Workflow and performance. a. Bayesian active learning (BAL) workflow with LAMMPS.

It closely follows our previous work17, with the key addition that the SGP uncertainties are now

mapped and therefore much cheaper, and the MD part of the training can be done within LAMMPS.

b. Time profiling of the BAL workflow with a system of 72 atoms and 100,000 MD time steps. The

MD is greatly accelerated using mapped forces and uncertainty compared to sparse GP. “Others”

includes time consumed outside of MD and DFT, e.g. adding training data to SGP and optimizing

hyperparameters.

To illustrate the acceleration of active learning workflow with mapped forces and variance106

compared to that with the SGP model, we deploy a single active learning run of bulk 4H-SiC107

system and show the performance of each part of the workflow in Fig. 1b. The SGP BAL108

workflow collected 14 frames with 72 atoms each, with 10 representative sparse environments109

selected per frame. The time step of the MD is 0.1 fs, and the MD runs for a total time of 10110

ps. If the model is not mapped, the computational cost of MD with the SGP dominates the111

BAL procedure. When the mapped force field and variances are used, the computational cost112

is significantly reduced. The FLARE BFF achieves 0.76 ms·CPU/step/atom in LAMMPS113

MD, which includes uncertainty quantification, and is comparable in speed to empirical114
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interatomic potentials such as ReaxFF61. With mapped uncertainties, the DFT calculations115

become the dominant part from Fig. 1b, i.e. the computational time for BAL is determined116

by the number of DFT calls. We also note that the SGP model used for timing here has a117

small training set of 14 frames, and the computational cost of prediction grows linearly with118

training set size. It is worth emphasizing that after mapping, the prediction of model forces,119

energies, and stresses, and their variances is independent of the training set size. Therefore,120

the speedup versus the SGP model is more pronounced as more training data are collected.121

B. Bayesian Force Field of SiC for High Pressure Phase Transition122

In this work, we demonstrate the accelerated BAL procedure by training a mapped123

uncertainty-aware Bayesian force field to describe the phase transition of SiC at high pres-124

sure. We set up compressive and decompressive MD simulations at temperatures of 300125

K and 2000 K for on-the-fly training simultaneously, where each SGP model is initialized126

with an empty training set. The complete training set information is in the Table 2 of the127

supplementary material.128

The compressive MD starts with the 2H, 4H, 6H, and 3C polytypes that are stable at129

low pressure, and the pressure is increased by 30 GPa every 50 ps. The decompressive MD130

starts with the RS phase at 200 GPa, and the pressure is decreased by 20 GPa every 50 ps.131

The training data are collected by the BAL workflow shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2a shows the132

system volume and relative uncertainty, i.e. the ratio between the uncertainty of the current133

frame and the average uncertainty of the training data set (see details in supplementary134

materials62). In the compressive (decompressive) MD, when the transition happens, the135

volume decreases (increases) rapidly and the uncertainty spikes, since the model has never136

seen the transition state or the RS (3C) phase before. The post-transition high-pressure137

structure of the compression run has 6-fold (4-fold) coordination corresponding to the RS138

(3C) phase, and the transition is observed at 300 GPa (0 GPa) at room temperature. The139

difference of the transition pressures between the compressive and decompressive simulations140

is caused by nucleation-driven hysteresis. After the on-the-fly training is done, the training141

data from compressive and decompressive MD are combined to train a master force field142

for SiC, such that different phases at different pressures are covered by our force field. In143

the supplementary materials62, we demonstrate the accuracy of our force field on cohesive144
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energy and elastic constants in comparison with DFT.145
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FIG. 2. Phase transition simulation with FLARE BFF and enthalpy calculations. a. A 5 ps

segment of the whole training trajectory where the 3C-RS phase transition is captured during

the compressive (decompressive) on-the-fly active learning, the volume decreases (increases), and

the model uncertainty spikes in the transition state. The uncertainty threshold is shown as the

blue dashed line. DFT is called, and new training data is added to the model when the relative

uncertainty exceeds the threshold. b. Enthalpy difference predictions from DFT (PBE, PBEsol42),

FLARE BFF and existing empirical potentials48,50,52,61,63 at pressures from 0 to 150 GPa. The

crossing with the dotted zero line gives the transition pressure predicted by enthalpy.

Using the mapped master force field, the phase transition pressure (at zero temperature)146

can be obtained from the enthalpy H = Etotal+PV of the different phases. At low pressure,147

the RS phase has higher enthalpy than 3C. With the pressure increased above 65 GPa, the148

enthalpy of RS phase becomes lower than 3C. As shown in Fig.2, empirical potentials such as149

ReaxFF61, MEAM52, Tersoff48 and EDIP63 produce qualitatively incorrect enthalpy curves,150

likely because they are trained only at low pressures. The Vashishta potential is the only151

one trained on the high pressure 3C-RS phase transition50 and presents a consistent scaling152

of enthalpy with pressures qualitatively, but it significantly overestimates the transition153

pressure at 90 GPa compared to DFT. FLARE BFF achieves an excellent agreement with154

the ab initio (DFT-PBE) enthalpy predictions, with both methods yielding 65 GPa. We155

note that our PBE value is consistent with previous first-principles calculations such as156

66.6(LDA)40 and 58(PBEsol)42.157
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FIG. 3. a. Large-scale MD with 1000 atoms for the 3C-RS phase transition after the training of

FLARE BFF is finished. The transition is observed at 300 GPa at room temperature in MD. b.

The radial distribution function of the final structure after transition in the MD, compared with

the perfect RS crystal lattice, indicating the final configuration is in the RS phase. c. The fraction

of simple cubic (RS) and cubic diamond (3C, zinc-blende) atomic environments from the phase

boundary evolution at different pressures.

Next we run a large-scale MD simulation with 1000 atoms for 500 ps at the temperature158

of 300 K. The NPT ensemble is used, and the pressure is increased by 30 GPa every 50 ps.159

At 300 GPa, the phase transition is observed from 4-fold coordination to 6-fold, as shown in160

Fig.3b. The final 6-fold coordinated structure has radial distribution function as shown in161

Fig.3c. The highest C-C, C-Si, Si-Si peaks match the perfect RS structure, confirming that162

the final structure is in the rock salt phase.163

As in the smaller training simulations, the nucleation-controlled hysteresis caused the164

transition pressure (300 GPa) to be much higher than in experimental measurements (50-150165

GPa)32,34,35. To eliminate the nucleation barrier, we start our simulation with a configuration166

where the 3C and RS phases coexist, separated by a phase boundary, and evolve differently167

as a function of pressures. It is worth noting that such large scale two-phase simulations168

are enabled by the efficient force field and would not be possible to perform with DFT.169
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To recognize simple cubic (RS) and cubic diamond (3C, zinc-blende) environments, we use170

polyhedral template matching64 in OVITO65. The time evolution of the fractions of simple171

cubic and cubic diamond atomic environments is shown in Fig. 3c. The phase boundary172

evolves quickly within 10 fs. When pressure is greater than 160 GPa, the phase boundary173

evolves to RS phase, while below 155 GPa it evolves to 3C phase, which indicates the phase174

transition pressure is located between 155-160 GPa at the temperature of 300 K.175
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FIG. 4. The density-pressure relation from experimental measurements32,34–37 and MD simulations

from FLARE BFF.

A number of experiments have measured the density-pressure relations of zinc blende176

(3C) and rock salt at room temperature32,34–37. As shown in Fig. 4, the equation of state177

shows two parallel density-pressure curves, where the one with lower density is associated178

with the zinc-blende phase, and the other one with the rock salt phase. The pressures and179

corresponding densities at room temperature are extracted from the MD trajectories, and the180

equation of state is plotted to compare with the experimental measurements. FLARE BFF181

accurately agrees with the experimental measurements for both phases. For the transition182

state, there are not many experimental data points available, and the measurements can be183

affected by the quality of the sample, but the FLARE BFF still shows good agreement with184

the measured data points.185
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C. Vibrational and Thermal Transport Properties186

To validate that the FLARE BFF gives accurate predictions of thermal properties, we187

investigate the phonon dispersions and thermal conductivities of the different polytypes188

and phases of SiC. The phonon dispersions are computed using Phonopy66. As shown in189

Fig. 5, FLARE BFF produces phonon dispersions in close agreement with both DFT and190

experiments67–70 for both the low pressure polytypes and the high pressure rock salt phase191

at 200 GPa. While in the optical branches the FLARE BFF prediction shows minor discrep-192

ancies with DFT at the highest frequencies, the phonon density of states (DOS) presents193

good agreement. In particular, FLARE BFF captures the peak at 23 THz corresponding194

to a number of degenerate optical branches. Existing empirical potentials are much less195

accurate than FLARE BFF by comparing the phonon DOS in Fig. 5. We note that the SiC196

crystals are polarized by atomic displacements and the generated macroscopic field induces197

an LO-TO splitting near Γ point. The contribution from the polarization should be included198

through non-analytical correction (NAC)66,71, and the first principle calculation with NAC199

is discussed in Ref.72. However, since FLARE BFF model does not contain charges and200

polarization, the NAC term is not considered. Thus, our comparison is made between the201

FLARE BFF and DFT without NAC. The lack of NAC accounts for the disagreement in202

the high frequencies of the optical bands of 2H DFT phonon (Fig. 5) with experimental203

measurements near Γ point.204

Having confirmed the accuracy of the 2nd order force constants by the phonon dispersion205

calculations, we then compute the thermal conductivity within the Boltzmann transport206

equation (BTE) formalism. The 2nd and 3rd order force constants are computed using207

the Phono3py73 code, and then used in the Phoebe74 transport code to evaluate thermal208

conductivity with the iterative BTE solver75. In supplementary materials62, we verify that209

the exclusion of the non-analytic correction does not have a significant effect on the thermal210

conductivity values. Fig. 5 presents the thermal conductivities of the zinc blende phase211

at 0 GPa and the rock salt phase at 200 GPa as a function of temperature. The FLARE212

BFF results are in good agreement with the DFT-derived thermal conductivity for both zinc213

blende and rock salt phases. The thermal conductivity of zinc blende phase computed from214

DFT and FLARE BFF is also in excellent agreement with experimental measurements76–79.215

For the high-pressure rock salt phase, the thermal conductivity has not been previously216
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computed or measured to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, our calculation provides a217

prediction that awaits experimental verification in the future.218
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of 3C-SiC at 0 GPa and RS phase at 200 GPa with temperatures from 100 to 1000 K, from DFT

and FLARE BFF calculations, and the experimental measurements76–79 are for 3C-SiC.
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III. DISCUSSION219

In this work we develop a BFF that maps both the mean predictions and uncertainties220

of SGP models for many-body interatomic force fields. The mapping procedure overcomes221

the linear scaling issue of SGPs and results in near-quantum accuracy, while retaining com-222

putational cost comparable to empirical interatomic potentials such as ReaxFF. The effi-223

cient uncertainty-aware BFF model forms the basis for the construction of an accelerated224

autonomous BAL workflow that is coupled with the LAMMPS MD engine and enables225

large-scale parallel MD simulations. The key improvement with respect to previous meth-226

ods is the ability of the many-body model to efficiently calculate forces and uncertainties at227

comparable computational cost.228

As a demonstration of the ability of this method to capture and learn subtle interac-229

tions driving phase transformations on-the-fly, we use the BAL workflow to train a BFF230

for SiC on several common polytypes and phases. The zinc-blende to rock-salt transition231

is captured in both the active learning and the large-scale simulation, facilitated by the232

model uncertainty. FLARE BFF is shown to have excellent agreement with DFT for the233

enthalpy prediction in a wide range of pressure values. The BFF model is readily employed234

to perform a large-scale MD of the phase boundary evolution, which allows for reliable iden-235

tification of the transition pressure at room temperature to be located at 155-160 GPa. The236

density-pressure relation predicted by FLARE BFF agrees very well with experimental mea-237

surements. We also find close agreement for phonon dispersions and thermal conductivities238

of several SiC phases, as compared with DFT calculations and experiments, outperforming239

existing empirical potentials.240

The high-performance implementation of BFFs, combining accuracy with autonomous241

uncertainty-driven active learning, opens numerous possibilities to explicitly study dynamics242

and microscopic mechanisms of phase transformations and non-equilibrium properties such243

as thermal and ionic transport. The presented unified approach can be extended to a wide244

range of complex systems and phenomena, where interatomic interactions are difficult to245

capture with classical approaches while time- and length-scales are out of reach of first-246

principles computational methods. Uncertainty quantification in MD simulations allows247

for systematic monitoring of the model confidence and detection of rare and unanticipated248

phenomena, such as reactions or nucleation of phases. Such events are statistically unlikely249
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to occur in smaller simulations and become increasingly likely and relevant as the simulation250

sizes increase, as may be needed to study complex and heterogeneous materials systems.251

IV. METHODS252

In this section, we use bold letters such as α and Λ to denote a vector or a matrix,253

and use indices such as αi and Λij to denote the components of the vector and matrix254

respectively. In addition, we use F to represent all the collected configurations with all255

atomic environments (the “full” data set), and use S for a subset atomic environments256

selected from those configurations (the “sparse” data set).257

A. Gaussian Process Regression258

The local atomic environment ρi of an atom i consists of all the neighbor atoms within a

cutoff radius, and is associated with a label yi that can be the force Fi on atom i or a local

energy εi. The local energy labels are usually not available in practice, but total energies,

stresses and atomic forces are. A kernel function k(ρi, ρj) quantifies the similarity between

two atomic environments, which is also the covariance between local energies. Gaussian pro-

cess regression (GP) assumes a Gaussian joint distribution of all the training data {(ρi, yi)}

and test data (ρ, y). The posterior distribution for test data is also Gaussian with the mean

and variance

ε(ρ) = k⊤
εF (KFF +Λ)−1y (1)

V (ρ) = kεε − k⊤
εF (KFF +Λ)−1kFε (2)

Here, ε is the local energy of ρ, kεF is the kernel vector describing covariances between the259

test data and all the training data, with element k(ρ, ρi), kεε = k(ρ, ρ) is the kernel between260

test data ρ and itself, KFF is the kernel matrix with element k(ρi, ρj), Λ is a diagonal matrix261

describing noise, and y is the vector of all training labels.262

Since the full GP evaluates the kernel between all configurations in the whole training set,

it becomes computationally inefficient for large data sets. A sparse approximation is needed

such that the computational cost can be reduced while keeping the information as complete

as possible. Following our recent work17 we consider the mean prediction from Deterministic
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Training Conditional (DTC) Approximation80, and the variance on local energies

ε(ρ) = k⊤
εS(KSFΛ

−1KFS +KSS)
−1KSFy (3)

V (ρ) = kεε − kεSK
−1
SSkSε (4)

where the kεS is the kernel vector between the test data ρ and the sparse training set S,263

KSF is the kernel matrix between the sparse subset S and the complete training set F , and264

KSS is the kernel matrix between S and itself. The energy, forces and stress tensor of a test265

configuration are given by the mean prediction, and their corresponding uncertainties are266

given by the square root of the predictive variance.267

B. ACE Descriptors with Inner Product Kernel268

In the FLARE SGP formalism17 we use the atomic cluster expansion81 (ACE) descriptors269

to represent the features of a local environment. The total energy is constructed from270

atomic clusters, represented by the expansion coefficients of an atomic density function271

using spherical harmonics. We refer the readers to Ref.17,81 for more details. To build up272

the SGP model for interatomic Bayesian force field, or BFF, we use the inner product kernel273

defined as274

k(ρ1, ρ2) = σ2

(

d1 · d2

d1d2

)ξ

(5)

where d1 and d2 are ACE descriptors of environments ρ1 and ρ2, σ is the signal variance275

which is optimized by maximizing the log likelihood of SGP, and ξ is the power of the inner276

product kernel which is selected a priori. We also normalize the kernel by the L2 norm of277

the descriptors. For simplicity of notations and without loss of generality, we ignore the278

normalization and only showcase the kernel without derivative associated with energy.279

With inner product kernels, a highly efficient but lossless approximation is available280

via reorganization of the summation in the mathematical expression17. Defining α :=281

(KSFΛ
−1KFS + KSS)

−1KSFy and d̃i = di/di, the mean prediction of test data ρi (Eq.3)282
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from sparse training set S = {ρs} can be written as17283

ε(ρi) = σ2
∑

t

(d̃i · d̃t)
ξαt

= σ2
∑

t,m1,...,mξ

d̃im1
d̃tm1

· · · d̃imξ
d̃tmξ

αt

= σ2
∑

m1,...,mξ

d̃im1
· · · d̃imξ

(

∑

t

d̃tm1
· · · d̃tmξ

αt

)

=
∑

m1,...,mξ

d̃im1
· · · d̃imξ

βm1,...,mξ
,

(6)

The β tensor can be computed from the training data descriptors. Thus, we can store the284

β tensor, and during the prediction we directly evaluate Eq. 6 without the need to sum over285

all training data t.286

Crucially, the variance Eq. 4 has the similar reorganization as the mean prediction of287

Eq. 6288

V (ρi) = σ2(d̃i · d̃i)
ξ − σ4

∑

s,t

(d̃i · d̃s)
ξ(K−1

SS )st(d̃t · d̃i)
ξ (7)

=
∑

m1,...,mξ
n1,...,nξ

(d̃im1
· · · d̃imξ

)γm1,...,mξ
n1,...,nξ

(d̃in1
· · · d̃inξ

) (8)

where γ is a tensor that can be calculated and stored once the training data is collected,289

and used in inference without explicit summation over training data i.290

The reorganization indicates that the SGP regression with inner product kernel essentially291

gives a polynomial model of the descriptors. Denote nd as the descriptor dimension. The292

reorganized mean prediction has both the β size and the computational cost as O(nξ
d).293

While the reorganized variance prediction has both the γ size and the computational cost as294

O(n2ξ
d ). By the reorganization, both the mean and variance predictions become independent295

of the training set and get rid of the linear scaling with respect to training size. Here, we296

choose ξ = 2 for the mean prediction, because 1) it is shown17 that ξ = 2 has a significant297

improvement of likelihood compared to ξ = 1, while the improvement of ξ > 2 is marginal;298

and 2) higher order requires a much larger memory for β tensor, and the evaluation of Eq.6299

is much costlier than ξ = 2.300

From Eq.8 we see that the variance has twice the polynomial degree of that for the mean301

prediction. For example, when ξ = 2, the mean prediction is a quadratic model while the302
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variance is a quartic model of descriptors. For computational efficiency, in this work we use303

Vξ=1 for variance prediction. Vξ=1 is not the exact variance of our mean prediction εξ=2,304

but an approximation using the same hyperparameters as Vξ=2. It has a strong correlation305

with the exact variance Vξ=2 as shown in Fig.S1 of supplementary materials62. Especially,306

the correlation coefficients between Vξ=1 and higher powers are close to 1.0, the perfect307

linear relation, even with a training size of 200 frames. This indicates that uncertainty308

quantification with Vξ=1 is able to recognize discrepancies between different configurations309

as well as Vξ=2. Specifically, atomic environments with higher Vξ=2 uncertainties will also310

be assigned higher Vξ=1 uncertainties than others. It is then justified that Vξ=1 can be used311

as a strongly correlated but much cheaper approximation of Vξ=2.312

To summarize, we use εξ=2 and Vξ=1 for mean and variance predictions respectively,313

where both are quadratic models with respect to the descriptors. During the on-the-fly314

active learning, every time the training set is updated by the new DFT data, the β and315

γ matrices are computed from training data descriptors and stored as coefficient files. In316

LAMMPS MD, the quadratic models are evaluated to make predictions for energy, forces,317

stress and uncertainty of the configurations.318

V. CODE & DATA AVAILABILITY319

The code for FLARE BFF and BAL is available at https://github.com/mir-group/320

flare.321

The scripts and data are available in Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.322

5797177.323
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